
Credit Risk Data Steward

Functie Credit Risk Data Steward

Locatie Utrecht

Uren per week 36 uren per week

Looptijd 21.04.2024 - 30.12.2024

Opdrachtnummer 158610

Sluitingstijd 30.12.2024

Rolomschrijving en taakafspraken

Geen ZZP

Credit Risk Data Steward

Your expertise truly drives the solutions that sustain our business and the products that serve our

customers. Our Credit risk Data Stewards have to stand out from the rest. We need Data professionals who

constantly drive the focus on managed data solutions.

You and your job

As a Credit Risk Data steward you inspire with your story, have a proactive and positive attitude and would

like to go for results. The Tribe Credit Analytics safeguards Rabobank’s stability and sustainability by
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facilitating development, implementation and execution of Credit risk models. The decisions made in the

department affect every level of the organization from overall strategy to individual products. As we develop

risk models that shape these decisions, we rely on a diverse team of specialists: from data collection to

modelling to validation and implementation support. Every member of the team plays an important role in

the process. But it is only through collaboration that the job gets done. With you as a Data steward, the team

will consist of diverse colleagues in a variety of roles, including: Business Analysts, Data Analysts &

Engineers, Solution & Business Architects, Test Engineers, etc. With your data management expertise, you

will support teams that analyze Credit Risk Modelling data requirements and facilitate implementation of

data factory solutions. You have the freedom to choose the path that leads to the optimal solution!

Practical Examples

- Upon the moment the solution is live, you shall support with executing data processes & controls within

the production environment.

- Data Factory solution is an important stepping stone for running Credit risk models in live production

environment.

- You’ll develop the principles for implementing the solution that complies with the latest policy guidelines

related to data management & data quality in particular.

Top 3 responsibilities

- You’ll need to have the skills and personality to act as an advisor and lead the way for your colleagues and

guide them towards the goals you have agreed to achieve.

- You manage stakeholders within a network of people with accountabilities for ensuring that all aspects of

an effective data environment are being accomplished.

- You will tackle various data related issues and you will work on global and cross functional change projects

to improve our processes and systems.

You and your talent

The work you do will impact your team and your internal and external stakeholders, but also the client

servicing process and therefore the bank’s core business. Our Data stewards have been instrumental

ensuring continuous compliance with BCBS239 regulation. This impacts the way Rabobank actively serves

its clients.

In addition to that, you:

- Hold a Bachelor or Master degree in Economics, Finance, Business Administration or a related field;

- Possess at least 3 years of relevant banking experience within the financial industries sector (preferably
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within the Credit Risk domain);

- Have hands-on data management experience;

- Familiar working with Collibra application;

- Are IT Savvy and have work experience working together with Technical Developers and IT / Solution

Architects

- Have strong communication skills in English, both spoken and written.

- Have strong analytical and conceptual skills (databases, data warehouses and SQL);

- Have the ability to present solutions and provide clear documentation of all steps;

- Have proficiency in leading small teams to achieve agreed objectives together (senior role).

Bekijk opdracht online
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